
May Might

Name: Date: __/__/20__

It _________ that I shall go on the stage.1. (be)may be

_______________________ her line of action somewhat for his sake?2.
(she/not/soften/?)

Might she not soften

She _________________ it, but the result would not be affected by a want
of purpose in herself; and it was possible that her resolution
_______________ immediate and far more painful complications.

3.

(not/mean) (create)

might not mean

might create

I hope he ____________ the right man in the right place.4. (prove)may prove

But no-it _____________!5. (not/be)may not be

But any one __________________ that.6. (past/say)might have said

______________________________ traces left within him of the passage
of the electric fluid which is the principle of all fertilization?
7.

(these substances/not/be/?)

May not these substances be

But they _____________________ me sometimes.8. (come/and/see)might come and see

If you were a woman you _________________.9. (complain)might complain

_____________________________ the imagination capable after so
strong a proof of its power?
10.

(of what/we/not/believe/?)
Of what may we not believe

I did this that I _____________.11. (gain)might gain

_______________________ to an instrument for measuring heat?12.
(what name/I/give/?)

What name may I give

And how much, my dear-speaking as a family man-now,
_____________________________________________ you in the course of
a year?

13.

(how much/your gentleman friend/stand/?)
how much might your gentleman friend stand

She _____________ him if he annoyed her.14. (hurt)might hurt
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____________ to be allowed to sit down for a few moments?15. (I/ask/?)May I ask

I could manage very well alone with three, but if there were more, I
_________________ time to kill them all before they ran away.
16.

(not/have)might not have

O, if I ___________ too!17. (go)might go

The war with Spain was not of our seeking, and some of its
consequences _____________ to our liking.
18.

(not/be)may not be

_________________ one woman only in his life, or more, and may a
woman love only one man?
19.

(a man/love/?)
May a man love

The novelist _______________ whether he is steered by Kant, or Hegel,
or Schopenhauer.
20.

(not/know)
may not know
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